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Abstract

Zero rating and sponsored data have recently been introduced as new tari↵ options

in mobile telecommunications markets. Both practices exempt data tra�c of specific

Internet services from an Internet user’s download limit and thus allow for unlimited

consumption of the respective content. Whereas network operators have advertised

these options as consumer-friendly innovations, both practices have been criticized

by net neutrality proponents and are currently under regulatory scrutiny in several

countries. Based on a model of a monopolistic Internet access provider and two

advertising-financed content providers, we investigate market outcomes under both

zero rating and sponsored data and assess optimal pricing schemes, firms’ profits, con-

sumer surplus and total welfare. We then analyze welfare e↵ects if network operators

are prohibited from o↵ering service-specific exemptions from users’ data allowance

and derive policy implications for the current regulatory debate on net neutrality.
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1 Introduction

In many countries Internet access tari↵s include data allowances that define an upper limit

to a user’s monthly Internet consumption in terms of aggregated tra�c volume. Such

data caps have been widely adopted in telecommunications markets, as they allow Internet

service providers (ISPs) to price discriminate among users with varying valuations for

Internet content and services. Data caps are most popular in mobile telecommunications

markets, but have also been employed in fixed-line access networks (Brodkin, 2017).

In recent years, mobile network operators in the US and Europe have additionally

introduced tari↵ options that exempt data tra�c of specific content- and services providers

(CSPs) from an Internet user’s data cap (see DotEcon, 2017, for an overview of zero rating

practices). Such content-specific exemptions may either be o↵ered by the ISP without any

costs for the respective CSP, as in the case of zero rating, or only in return for a monetary

payment or revenue share from the CSP, as in the case of sponsored data.1 In both cases,

consumers can then receive unlimited data tra�c from the respective CSP.

Whereas network operators have advertised zero rating and sponsored data as consumer-

friendly innovations, both practices have been criticized by net neutrality proponents (Fin-

ley, 2015) and are currently under regulatory scrutiny in several countries (Krieger, 2017).

Net neutrality refers to a regime where data tra�c is supposed to be treated equally, in-

dependent from source, ownership or destination (Krämer et al., 2013; Greenstein et al.,

2016). In particular, (exclusive) sponsored data agreements have been found to violate

net neutrality rules, as they may discriminate between Internet content and give some

services an undue competitive advantage (Federal Communications Commission, 2017).

In contrast, zero rating arrangements that exempt entire content categories from a data

allowance in a non-discriminatory manner are regularly viewed as net neutral (see, e.g.,

1The terms zero rating and sponsored data are often used interchangeably, but in this article, we will
distinguish both concepts according to the definitions outlined in this introduction.
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the net neutrality guidelines adopted by BEREC, 2017, in the European Union). How-

ever, whether these diverging policies and regulatory decisions are actually supported from

an economic perspective and whether they are likely to ultimately benefit consumers has

so far not been addressed. Whereas the economic literature on net neutrality has exten-

sively covered the issues of (paid) prioritization and termination fees, there is relatively

few research on sponsored data and, especially, zero rating (see our survey of the related

literature in Section 2).

In this study, we investigate zero rating and sponsored data practices in a unified

framework. Based on a model of a monopolistic ISP and two advertising-financed CSPs,

we investigate market outcomes and welfare measures in the case of both pricing schemes.

More specifically, we explicitly consider tari↵s with binding data caps on the user side as

well as content-specific data costs. Next to an assessment of their relative profitability and

market performance, this allows us to compare both practices to conventional (one-sided)

pricing schemes in telecommunications markets, in particular, plain data caps and flat

rates. By doing so, we can derive relevant policy implications with regard to current net

neutrality obligations that prohibit specific practices, but allow for others.

We show that zero rating may hurt consumers if o↵ered without compensation and

voluntarily by the ISP, because it allows to extract more consumer surplus by the means of

improved price discrimination. In contrast, sponsored data may increase consumer surplus,

if it induces the ISP to o↵er data tra�c exemptions in addition to plain data caps. However,

content that is not zero-rated or sponsored may be worse o↵ in this case compared to a

situation with plain data caps. Moreover, zero rating and sponsored data may distort

consumers’ consumption pattern to the detriment of such content providers even if they

represent independent services, i.e., if they are not in direct competition with zero rated

or sponsored services. These insights question the current consensus among policy makers

and regulators in the European Union with respect to the practices that are allowed under
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the codified net neutrality rules.

Whereas this paper focuses on zero rating and sponsoring of a single service or a ser-

vices class, we intend to extend the scope of our analysis to competition between CSPs.

In contrast to paid prioritization, which exerts a negative externality on competitors, zero

rating and sponsored data exerts a positive externality, as it frees up additional space un-

der the data cap for competing services. Moreover, our model setup allows us to consider

heterogeneous data costs per content or service and thus to analyze zero rating and spon-

sored data decisions in the context of services with a varying degree of data-intensity (e.g.,

video and audio streaming services).

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, we survey the related

literature on zero rating and sponsored data. Section 3 introduces our model setup, followed

by Section 4, that presents the analysis of four pricing schemes, including zero rating and

sponsored data. Market outcomes and welfare results are reported in Section 5. Section 6

concludes and discusses limitations together with future work.

2 Related Literature

The recent emergence of zero rating and sponsored data practices in many telecommuni-

cations markets, together with the ongoing policy debate, has stimulated several research

endeavours in this domain. In particular, these studies examine how the economic e↵ects

of those practices relate to the broader literature on net neutrality (Krämer et al., 2013;

Greenstein et al., 2016). Whereas (paid) prioritization schemes and termination fees have

been thoroughly studied in this context, Greenstein et al. (2016) highlight in their survey

on net neutrality that whether zero rating practices “represent e�ciency gains, or whether

they unfairly tip the competitive landscape, raise the cost of rival services and provide a

cause for regulator intervention” (p.132) remains among the unresolved policy issues.
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Gautier and Somogyi (2018) compare zero rating and sponsored data to discriminatory

prioritization of specific data tra�c with respect to an ISP’s profits and the ensuing welfare

outcomes. Whereas prioritization increases vertical quality di↵erentiation between content

providers, the former practices induce di↵erent financial costs for Internet users depending

on the content that they consume. In this analysis di↵erent financial costs arise, because

the ISP o↵ers a two-part tari↵ that includes a marginal price instead of a data allowance.

As both practices may create distortions in the content market, a monopolistic ISP can

leverage them to extract additional profits from advertising-financed content providers.

Jullien and Sand-Zantman (2018) show that a monopolistic ISP can use sponsored data

as a screening device to discriminate between high-benefit and low-benefit content providers

that are advertising-financed. Whereas high-benefit content providers have an incentive to

sponsor consumption in order to generate higher advertising revenues, low-benefit content

providers prefer not to do so. In consequence, sponsored data induces e�cient consumption

of high-benefit content and ultimately increases total welfare if the share of high-benefit

content providers is large. On the contrary, if the share of low-benefit content providers is

large, one-sided pricing is more socially e�cient.

In the study by Cho et al. (2016) sponsored data weakly dominates one-sided pricing

of Internet users from the perspective of the ISP. However, sponsored data is only strictly

preferred by the ISP if competition between content providers is su�ciently high. As con-

sumers single-home between content providers, competition for advertisement impressions

induces one or both content providers to sponsor data (which, in the latter case, may ul-

timately lead to a prisoner’s dilemma outcome). In line with Jullien and Sand-Zantman

(2018), the authors show that the content provider, which is able to generate higher ad-

vertising revenues, will be more likely to subsidize content. From a welfare perspective,

however, equal treatment of content providers (no sponsored data or non-discriminatory

o↵ers to all content providers) is always superior to an exclusive sponsoring agreement.
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All of the above studies do not explicitly consider binding quantity limits for Internet

users in the form of data caps. In Gautier and Somogyi (2018) and Cho et al. (2016) the

ISP either o↵ers a usage-based price or a two-part tari↵ with a fixed fee and a marginal fee

for each unit of consumption. In Jullien and Sand-Zantman (2018) the data allowance is

set to the unconstrained consumption level of each consumer. Yet, in practice, zero rating

and sponsored data tari↵s are predominantly marketed as exemptions from constraining

download limits. As shown by Economides and Hermalin (2015) such data caps may

represent an important strategic tool for Internet service providers with regard to content

and services providers. In this study, we therefore take into account binding quantity limits,

when we assess the e↵ects of zero rating and sponsored data on upstream competition.

Moreover, with respect to the consumer side, data caps are a well-known instrument

to implement second-degree price discrimination and are extensively used in this regard

in mobile telecommunications markets. As shown by Inceoglu and Liu (2017), zero rating

may be implemented by an ISP together with data caps in order to extract a higher surplus

from consumers if they have heterogeneous preferences for content. In addition, the authors

show that zero rating then generally leads to higher investments in network capacity. In

this setting, the e↵ect on welfare is ambiguous, depending on the competitive relationship

among content providers and the degree of heterogeneity in consumers’ valuation.

Finally, Somogyi (2017) abstracts from price discrimination on the consumer side, but

considers binding data caps in the context of a capacity-constrained ISP that o↵ers spon-

sored data to content providers. In this setting, the ISP is willing to o↵er sponsored data

to content providers that are either very unattractive or very attractive to consumers,

but not to content providers that o↵er an intermediate quality. Whereas sponsoring of

high-quality content increases total welfare, sponsoring of low-quality content leads to a

welfare decrease. In general, consumers may be negatively a↵ected by sponsored data if the

negative externality from congestion outweighs utility gains from increased consumption.
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In this study, we consider both zero rating and sponsored data in a single analytic

framework. Based on this framework, we identify the conditions for which a monopoly

ISP is willing to introduce zero rating for a single service or a specific class of content in

addition to plain data caps. Moreover, we characterize the conditions when a CSP would

be willing to engage in a sponsored data deal, if o↵ered by the ISP. Contrasting zero rating

and sponsored data as well as comparing those practices to established tari↵ options in

mobile telecommunications markets allows us to analyze welfare e↵ects for the di↵erent

industry stakeholders. Specifically, we can thus inform the regulatory debate on whether

these practices should be allowed or prohibited on the basis of net neutrality concerns. As

we explicitly analyze data cap sizes as well as consumer surplus, we can test whether the

former is a good proxy for the latter, as cap sizes are frequently discussed as a reference

point for consumer surplus in practice. Moreover, we can evaluate the general regulatory

consensus that sponsored data should be met with stronger scrutiny than zero rating, as

the latter is frequently viewed as the more consumer-friendly practice.

3 The model

Internet service provider (ISP): We consider the case of a monopolistic ISP that

intermediates data tra�c between Internet users and CSPs. Thus, the ISP represents a

two-sided platform that, in principle, can charge both market sides. However, as discussed

in the preceding sections, net neutrality regulation may constrain the ISP in its ability

to charge CSPs. We will therefore not consider pricing mechanisms that establish direct

termination fees for CSPs (see, e.g., Economides and T̊ag, 2012, on this issue). Instead,

we focus on pricing strategies that exempt data tra�c of specific services and content from

an Internet user’s data allowance. Whereas such zero rating may be o↵ered by the ISP

without an explicit fee for any market side, those exemptions may also come in the form
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of sponsored data. In the latter case, we will assume that the ISP receives a share s of

the CSP’s revenue in return for exempting the respective tra�c from a user’s data cap.

Moreover, we assume that the ISP does not face any capacity constraints and normalize

marginal costs of providing Internet access to zero.

Content- and services providers (CSPs): In line with the related literature, we focus

on advertising-financed CSPs that o↵er their content and services for free to consumers.

We normalize the costs of providing content of each CP to zero and assume that ads can

be displayed at zero marginal costs. Thus, the profit function of CSP i 2 [A,B] is given by

⇡i := (1 � s)rqi, where r represents the advertising revenue of the CSP if an Internet user

consumes one unit of its content and s represents the revenue share that a CSP may be

required to pay in the case of sponsored data. In the case of zero rating, there is no revenue

sharing, i.e., s = 0, and the CSP’s profit function reduces to ⇡i := rqi. For simplicity, we

will assume that CSPs are symmetric, i.e., they generate the same advertising revenues for

one unit of consumption qi.

Internet users: There is a unit mass of Internet users that consists of two heterogeneous

consumer types. For each consumer type k, we consider a representative consumer à la

Singh and Vives (1984) that receives utility Uk := ↵AqA+↵BqB � 1
2(�Aq

2
A+�Bq

2
B+2�qAqB)

when consuming qi units (i = A,B) of the respective content and services. Parameters ↵i

and �i specify the precise form of the quadratic utility function and allow us to consider

various relative valuations between the o↵ered content and services. The relationship

between CSP A and B as viewed by consumers is measured by the substitution parameter

�. If � < 0 services and content are complementary, if � = 0 they are independent of one

another, and if � > 0 they are substitutes.

Consumption of CSP i’s content and services generates data tra�c Di = diqi, where di

denotes the amount of data tra�c volume that is associated with the consumption of one
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unit of content. Cumulative data tra�c counts against a user’s data cap Ci, if the user has

signed up for a tari↵ that includes a data allowance and if the respective content or service

is not zero rated or sponsored. Thus, CSPs may not only be di↵erentiated with respect

to the utility that they o↵er to consumers, but may also be heterogeneous with respect to

the data costs that they impose on consumers. This allows us to capture content classes

that di↵er in their data intensity, such as video streaming and messaging services as well

as relative advantages in data compression techniques of services in the same content class.

Consumer’s preferences for content and services: Throughout this study, we will

assume that the population in our model consists of two consumer segments k 2 [H,L],

where H denotes a segment of high-value consumers and L denotes a segment of low-value

consumers. As a reference point we first fix the preference for CSP A in the population

and vary the preference for CSP B in order to construct a spectrum of relevant preference

scenarios. To that end, we fix the preference of consumer group H for CSP A on a high

level (↵HA
) and the preference of consumer group L for both CSPs on a low level (↵L).

Given this preference order for CSP A, we vary the preference for CSP B of the high-

value consumers, as depicted in Figure 1: This distribution of tastes implies that a con-

sumer that likes CSP A will also like CSP B, and vice versa. Note that this distribution of

preferences results in a maximum asymmetry in data tra�c between consumer segments

if ↵HB
= ↵HA
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<latexit sha1_base64="vMR0KFjXiFaxWW6u/VRNjLOB94Y=">AAAC/nicjVLLSsNAFD2Nr7a+qi7dFIvgqqQiqLviCxcKFawVH8gkjjU0TcIkFbR04T+41a0rceuv+Bd+gAvPjFFQEZ2Q3Dvn3nPm3sl1It+LE9t+zlh9/QODQ9lcfnhkdGy8MDG5F4cd5cq6G/qh2ndELH0vkPXES3y5Hykp2o4vG05rVccbF1LFXhjsJpeRPG6LZuCdea5ICB0cCT86Fyfdrd5JoWSXbbOKP51K6pSQrlpYeMERThHCRQdtSARI6PsQiPkcogIbEbFjdIkpep6JS/SQJ7fDLMkMQbTFb5O7wxQNuNeasWG7PMXnq8jMYRZFbBhFh9n6VEk/pn3le2Ww5q8ndI2yrvCS1vlU3Cae4JwZfzHbaWaPrP8xdVcJzrBkuvFYX2QQ3af7qbPGiCLWMpEi1k1mkxqO2V/wBgLaOivQt/yhUDQdn9IKY6VRCVJFQT1Fq29f1/N7d4H5P5J1KhPRI1H5PgA/nfp8eblc2VkoVVfS2chiGjOY4wAsoopN1FiyS/kb3OLOurburQfr8T3VyqScKXxZ1tMb2p6cUQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vMR0KFjXiFaxWW6u/VRNjLOB94Y=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vMR0KFjXiFaxWW6u/VRNjLOB94Y=">AAAC/nicjVLLSsNAFD2Nr7a+qi7dFIvgqqQiqLviCxcKFawVH8gkjjU0TcIkFbR04T+41a0rceuv+Bd+gAvPjFFQEZ2Q3Dvn3nPm3sl1It+LE9t+zlh9/QODQ9lcfnhkdGy8MDG5F4cd5cq6G/qh2ndELH0vkPXES3y5Hykp2o4vG05rVccbF1LFXhjsJpeRPG6LZuCdea5ICB0cCT86Fyfdrd5JoWSXbbOKP51K6pSQrlpYeMERThHCRQdtSARI6PsQiPkcogIbEbFjdIkpep6JS/SQJ7fDLMkMQbTFb5O7wxQNuNeasWG7PMXnq8jMYRZFbBhFh9n6VEk/pn3le2Ww5q8ndI2yrvCS1vlU3Cae4JwZfzHbaWaPrP8xdVcJzrBkuvFYX2QQ3af7qbPGiCLWMpEi1k1mkxqO2V/wBgLaOivQt/yhUDQdn9IKY6VRCVJFQT1Fq29f1/N7d4H5P5J1KhPRI1H5PgA/nfp8eblc2VkoVVfS2chiGjOY4wAsoopN1FiyS/kb3OLOurburQfr8T3VyqScKXxZ1tMb2p6cUQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vMR0KFjXiFaxWW6u/VRNjLOB94Y=">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</latexit>

↵HB<latexit sha1_base64="GYitz4hzcNFvOisvc/aFGXmbaGU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GYitz4hzcNFvOisvc/aFGXmbaGU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GYitz4hzcNFvOisvc/aFGXmbaGU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GYitz4hzcNFvOisvc/aFGXmbaGU=">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</latexit>

↵L
<latexit sha1_base64="vMR0KFjXiFaxWW6u/VRNjLOB94Y=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vMR0KFjXiFaxWW6u/VRNjLOB94Y=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vMR0KFjXiFaxWW6u/VRNjLOB94Y=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vMR0KFjXiFaxWW6u/VRNjLOB94Y=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="1tgeV8YfBlS3Pofx4BWDNALtUi4=">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</latexit>

↵HB
2 [↵HA

, ↵L]
<latexit sha1_base64="o0xfLw45qesl9rt8eJirTOQZ9mk=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="o0xfLw45qesl9rt8eJirTOQZ9mk=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="o0xfLw45qesl9rt8eJirTOQZ9mk=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="o0xfLw45qesl9rt8eJirTOQZ9mk=">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</latexit>

Intra-group Heterogeneity 

Inter-group H
et. 

Figure 1: Heterogeneity of consumers.
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Varying the degree of heterogeneity in this way allow us to analyze the profitability of

zero rating and sponsored data if one consumer group is either more or less in favor of

both CSPs. This di↵erentiation is of fundamental importance for the following analysis,

because higher values of ↵HB
make both consumer groups more distinct from each other

with respect to data consumption and valuation for content.2

Pricing schemes and timing: We evaluate zero rating and sponsored data on the

basis of firms’ profits and prices as well as consumer surplus and total welfare. We then

compare both practices to two-part tari↵s with a plain data cap and a fixed subscription

fee, which is currently the predominant tari↵ option in mobile telecommunications markets.

As a further benchmark, we consider a flat rate o↵er which represents the most popular

pricing scheme in fixed telecommunications markets, but has also been introduced in US

and European mobile markets.3 We will at first analyze optimal price setting of the ISP

for each of the four pricing schemes separately in Section 4 and then compare equilibrium

profits and market outcomes in Section 5. Thereby, we consider the following timing of

firms’ and users’ actions:

Stage I : The ISP decides whether to make a sponsored data o↵er to one of the CSPs.

Stage II : The respective CSP decides whether to sponsor data, if o↵ered by the ISP.

Stage 1 : The ISP decides which tari↵(s) and fee(s) to o↵er to users.

Stage 2 : Internet users decide whether to sign up with the ISP and which tari↵ to choose.

Subscribed users consume services of CSP A and/or CSP B.

Note that Stage I and Stage II are only relevant in the case of sponsored data, but

Stage 1 and Stage 2 are relevant for all types of tari↵s.

2Note that we introduce intra-group heterogeneity for high-value consumers, whereas we homogenize
low-value consumers. We could have also assumed a reverse setting, i.e., homogeneity of high-value con-
sumers and heterogeneity with respect to low-value consumers.

3See, for example, the recent announcement of the German incumbent Deutsche Telekom (2018) to
introduce an unlimited mobile tari↵ plan.
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4 Analysis of pricing schemes

Next, we solve for the optimal tari↵ menu o↵ered by the ISP for each of the four pricing

schemes by backward induction. Optimal tari↵ properties, such as prices, cap sizes as well

the respective firms’ profit and users’ consumption in equilibrium are then compared and

discussed in Section 5.

4.1 Flat rate

In the case of a flat rate, the ISP o↵ers a single tari↵ with a subscription fee F = F FR that

allows all subscribers to consume unlimited tra�c of both CSPs. The ISP then makes the

following profit:

⇡FR
I :=

8
>><

>>:

✓F if only high-type consumers subscribe with the ISP,

F if all consumers subscribe with the ISP.

Consumers: In Stage 3, consumers of type k 2 [H,L] who sign up for the flat rate

choose unconstrained consumption levels q⇤ki maximizing their net utility:

max
qkA ,qkB

Uk(qkA , qkB) � F.

Facing two heterogeneous consumer groups the ISP, in Stage 1, compares the profit with

a flat rate for all consumers at a low subscription fee to the profit with a flat rate for high-

type consumers only at a high subscription fee. In the former case, the subscription fee

is set such that the entire surplus of low-type consumers is extracted by the ISP, whereas

high-type consumers receive a positive net utility. In the latter case, the surplus of high-

type consumers is fully extracted through the subscription fee, whereas low-type consumers

choose not to sign up with the ISP. The consumption level of high-type consumers is then
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given by:

qFR
HA

=
�↵HA

� �↵HB

�2 � �2
,

qFR
HB

=
�↵HB

� �↵HA

�2 � �2
.

The consumption level of subscribers with a low valuation is given by:

qFR
Li

=
(� � �)↵L

�2 � �2
.

Internet service provider: Recall that ✓ defines the share of high-value consumers in

the market. Moreover, we denote the threshold level of high-value consumers in the market

up to which the ISP will serve both types of consumers by ✓̃FR. If the share of high-value

consumers exceeds this threshold, the ISP will exclude low-value consumers and cater only

to high types:

✓̃FR =
2↵2

L(� � �)

(�↵2
AH

+ �↵2
BH

� 2�↵AH
↵BH

)
.

In consequence, the optimal access fee of the ISP depends on the share of high-type

consumers in the market, because exclusion becomes less costly (in terms of opportunity

costs) if the share is rising. The ISP can extract the complete consumer surplus if only

high-value consumers are served. If the ISP caters to both consumer groups the ISP can

only fully extract the surplus from low-value consumers, whereas high-value consumers

retain a surplus. The optimal schedule of access fee’s of the ISP is therefore given by:

F FR =

8
>>>><

>>>>:

↵2
L

� + �
if 0  ✓ < ✓̃FR,

1

2

(↵2
HA

+ ↵2
HB

)� � 2�↵HA
↵HB

�2 � �2
if ✓̃FR  ✓ < 1.
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4.2 Data Cap

In the case of plain data caps, the ISP may o↵er two tari↵s to price discriminate be-

tween consumers with a high and low valuation for content. Specifically, the ISP o↵ers

a portfolio T of two-part tari↵s with a data cap C and a fixed subscription fee F , i.e.,

TDC = [{FH , CH}; {FL, CL}].

Consumers: To obtain the optimal portfolio of tari↵s we first derive the consumer’s

best response for any given data cap. Note that, compared to the case of a flat rate, a

consumer’s optimization problem is now subject to additional constraints due to the quan-

tity restriction. In consequence, consumers are rationed in their maximum consumption

of Internet tra�c, which is similar to a budget constraint with exogenous prices (i.e., data

costs). Formally, a consumer solves the following optimization problem

max
qkA ,qkB

↵AqA(C) + ↵BqB(C) � 1

2

�
�AqA(C)2 + �BqB(C)2 + 2�qA(C)qB(C)

�
� F

s.t. (dAqA(C) + dBqB(C)  C).

From a consumer’s perspective the tari↵ portfolio TDC is given. Therefore, consumers

compare their expected utility from consuming Internet services under both tari↵s in the

portfolio and subsequently i) opt for the tari↵ with the higher expected net-utility or

ii) choose the outside option and do not sign up with the ISP. The optimal demands of

consumers with a high valuation, who sign up with the ISP, are given by

qDC
HA

=
2↵HA

+ C(�dA � �dB) � ↵HB
dAdB

�(d2A + d2B) � 2dAdB�
,

qDC
HB

=
2↵HB

+ C(�dB � �dA) � ↵HA
dAdB

�(d2A + d2B) � 2dAdB�
.
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The demands of consumers with a low valuation, who sign up with the ISP, are given by

qDC
Li

=
2↵L + C(�dA � �dB) � ↵LdAdB

�(d2A + d2B) � 2dAdB�
.

Internet Service Provider In order to successfully discriminate between both segments

of consumers via self-selection the ISP has to solve the following optimization problem with

respect to incentive and participation constraints for both consumer segments:

max
FH ,FL,CH ,CL

⇧I = ✓FH + (1 � ✓)FL

s.t.

UH

⇥
qDC
HA

(CH), q
DC
HB

(CH)
⇤
� FH � UH

⇥
qDC
HA

(CL), q
DC
HB

(CL)
⇤
� FL (ICH)

UL

⇥
qDC
LA

(CL), q
DC
LB

(CL)
⇤
� FL � UL

⇥
qDC
LA

(CH), q
DC
LB

(CH)
⇤
� FH (ICL)

UH

⇥
qDC
HA

(CH), q
DC
HB

(CH)
⇤
� FH � 0 (PCH)

UL

⇥
qDC
LA

(CL), q
DC
LB

(CL)
⇤
� FL � 0 (PCL)

In line with the general properties of optimal second-degree price discrimination, the

following pairs of prices and quantity limits ensure that: i) Consumption of high-value

consumers is not distorted, i.e., the data cap designed for high types is non-binding and,

thus, they enjoy unconstrained consumption. However, the ISP might have to leave high-

value consumers with a surplus in order to satisfy the incentive constraint. ii) Surplus

from low-value consumers is always fully extracted by the ISP and their consumption can

be restricted to render the alternative for high-value consumers (who may pretend to be

low-type consumers) less attractive in order to satisfy the incentive constraint.

To calculate the optimal subscription fee for each consumer segment, we have to dif-
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ferentiate between several cases depending on the optimal cap size for low-type consumers

CDC
L . Specifically, the following cases have to be considered (assuming dA  dB):

1. The ISP o↵ers a portfolio of tari↵s TDC
1 that would allow high-value consumers to

consume both services (A & B) if they pretend to be low-type consumers. At the

same time, low-value consumers choose to consume both services under the tari↵

designed for them. This case holds true as long as the share of high-type consumers

is not too high, i.e., if 0  ✓  ✓̃DC
1 , with

✓̃DC
1 :=

(� � �)((�(↵L � ↵BH
))d2A � �↵BH

+ ((↵AH
� ↵L)� + �(↵L + ↵AH

))dBdA � �d2B↵L)

((2dAdB� � �d2A � �d2B)(�↵AH
� �↵BH

))
.

2. The ISP o↵ers a portfolio of tari↵s TDC
2 that would allow high types to consume only

their preferred service (i.e., CSP A) if they pretend to be low-value consumers. Low

types still consume both services under the tari↵ designed for them. This case holds

true if ✓̃DC
1  ✓  ✓̃DC

2 , with

✓̃DC
2 =

(� � �)dA↵L

(((dB � dA)↵L � dB↵AH
)� + dA�↵AH

)
.

3. The ISP o↵ers a portfolio of tari↵s TDC
3 if, in addition to (lying) high-value consumers,

low-value consumers also consume only one of both services under the tari↵ designed

for them. This is never the case for symmetric data costs, i.e., dA = dB, because

then low-type consumers value both services equally (as ↵A = ↵B = ↵L). However,

if data costs are asymmetric, i.e., dA < dB, low-value consumers may only consume

CSP A. This case holds true if ✓̃DC
2  ✓  ✓̃DC

3 , with

✓̃DC
3 =

↵L

↵HA

.

4. Otherwise, for ✓̃DC
3  ✓  1, it is profitable for the ISP to exclude low-value consumers

from the market by setting a cap size of zero, i.e., CL = 0. In consequence, the results
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from the flat-rate scenario apply and only high-types are served.

Whereas the ISP always finds it optimal to grant high-value consumer unconstrained

consumption, low-value consumers will generally be constrained. The optimal size of the

data cap for low-type consumers is given by:

CDC
L =

8
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

dA(((✓↵AH
� ↵L)� + �↵L)d2A � (2(12�↵L + �(✓↵AH

� 1
2↵L)))dBdA + �d2B✓↵AH

)

((�1 + ✓)�2 + �2)d2A � 2�dAdB�✓ + �2d2B✓
if 0  ✓ < ✓̃DC

1

((dA↵AH
+ dB↵BH

)� + �(dA↵BH
� dB↵AH

))✓ � (dA + dB)(� � �)↵L

(1 � ✓)(�2 � �2)
if ✓̃DC

1  ✓ < ✓̃DC
2

(↵L � ✓↵AH
)dA

((1 � ✓)�)
if ✓̃DC

2  ✓ < ✓̃DC
3

0 if ✓̃DC
3  ✓  1

Figure 2a illustrates optimal cap sizes, fixed fees, and the ISP’s profit in the case

of data cap tari↵s without a zero rating or sponsored data option. Depicting the ISP’s

equilibrium choices across the entire population spectrum, the figure visualizes the impact

of the relative share of consumer segments. For low values of ✓, the ISP finds it optimal

to o↵er low-value consumers a positive data allowance and extract the entire surplus that

those consumers receive from content consumption under the data cap. As the share of

high-value consumers increases, the cap size CDC
L decreases, which also results in a lower

subscription fee FDC
L . On the other hand, high-value consumers always receive a data

allowance that satisfies their unconstrained consumption of both CSPs. Whereas for low

values of ✓, the ISP must leave high-value consumers with a higher surplus in order to

satisfy the incentive constraint, the ISP increases the subscription fee FDC
H for higher

values of ✓. This is, because the outside option for high-value consumers becomes less

attractive as the data cap in the tari↵ designed for low-value consumers CDC
L is reduced.

Eventually, for ✓ > ✓̃DC
3 , it is profit-maximizing for the ISP to reduce the data cap CDC

L

to zero and thus to exclude low-value consumers from the market. This allows the ISP to

o↵er a flat rate to high-type consumers and extract their entire surplus through the fixed
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fee, as their incentive constraint now equals the participation constraint.

(a) Optimal tari↵s with plain data caps. (b) Optimal tari↵s with zero rating.

Figure 2: Optimal tari↵s with plain data caps and zero rating. (For: ↵AH
= 2,↵BH

=
1.5,↵L = � = dA = dB = 1, � = 0).

4.3 Zero-Rating

As we focus on exclusive zero rating o↵ers, the ISP has generally the option to either zero

rate CSP A or CSP B. For ease of presentation, we will assume for now that the ISP zero

rates data tra�c of CSP B.

Consumers: Facing a tari↵ portfolio TZR = [{FH , CH , ZRB}; {FL, CL, ZRB}], where

each tari↵ specifies a data cap C, a fixed fee F and zero rating of CSP B, consumers in

Stage 2 solve the following constrained optimization problem:

max
qA,qB

Uk(qA, qB) � F s.t. dAqA  C,
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which yields optimal consumption quantities

qZR
kA

=
C

dA
,

qZR
HB

=
dA↵HB

� �C

�dA
,

qZR
LB

=
dA↵L � �C

�dA
.

Internet service provider: As in the case of plain data caps, the ISP, in Stage 1, de-

signs its optimal menu of tari↵s for high-type and low-type consumer segments TZR =
⇥
{FZR

H , CZR
H , ZRB}; {FZR

L , CZR
L , ZRB}

⇤
, such that subscription fees maximize its overall

profit and at the same time fixed fees and cap sizes satisfy consumers’ incentive and par-

ticipation constraints. Formally, the ISP solves the following optimization program:

max
FH ,FL,CH ,CL

⇡I = ✓FH + (1 � ✓)FL

s.t.

UH

⇥
qZR
HA

(CH), q
ZR
HB

(CH)
⇤
� FH � UH

⇥
qZR
HA

(CL), q
ZR
HB

(CL)
⇤
� FL (ICH)

UL

⇥
qZR
LA

(CL), q
ZR
LB

(CL)
⇤
� FL � UL

⇥
qZR
LA

(CH), q
ZR
LB

(CH)
⇤
� FH (ICL)

UH

⇥
qZR
HA

(CH), q
ZR
HB

(CH)
⇤

� FH (PCH)

UL

⇥
qZR
HA

(CL), q
ZR
HB

(CL)
⇤

� FL (PCL)

Optimally, the ISP will design the tari↵ for high-type consumers such that they can

can consume their unconstrained consumption level (q⇤HA
, q⇤HB

). The data cap size in the

tari↵ for low-type consumers is chosen such that the incentive constraint for high-type

consumers is satisfied. Thus, given that the ISP does not exclude any consumer segment
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through high fixed fees, optimal cap sizes with zero rating are given by

CZR
H = dAq

⇤
HA

=
dA(�↵HA

� �↵HB
)

�2 � �2
,

CZR
L =

8
>><

>>:

dA((��↵HA
+�↵HB

)✓�↵L(���)

(✓�1)(�2��2) if 0  ✓ < ✓̃ZR,

0 if ✓̃ZR  ✓ < 1,

and ✓̃ZR :=
↵L(� � �)

�↵HA
� �↵HB

.

Optimal fixed fees for high-type and low-type tari↵s are given by FZR
L and FZR

H , re-

spectively (see Appendix A). Figure 2b illustrates the optimal menu of tari↵s TZR and the

resulting ISP profit depending on the distribution of consumer types. As for the case of

plain data cap tari↵s, the ISP is willing to o↵er low-type consumers a tari↵ with a positive

cap size if the share of high-type consumers ✓ is su�ciently small, i.e., if ✓ < ✓̃ZR. The cap

size CZR
L is decreasing in the share ✓ as it becomes more profitable to increase FZR

H and

satisfy the incentive constraint for high-value consumers by the means of a worse outside

option. In order to still satisfy the participation constraint for low-type consumers, the

respective subscription fee decreases accordingly for ✓ < ✓̃
ZR

. In contrast to plain data cap

tari↵s, low-type consumers have a positive willingness to pay even if the data cap size is

reduced to zero (i.e., for ✓ � ✓̃
ZR

), because they are still able to consume zero rated content

of CSP B. In turn, this implies that, as long as low-type consumers are not excluded from

the market through a high subscription fee, the ISP cannot extract the entire utility of

high-type consumers and must leave them with a positive surplus in order to satisfy the

incentive constraint. In Appendix A we show that the ISP may in some cases indeed have

an incentive to exclude low-type consumers and derive the respective thresholds. Natu-

rally, optimal cap sizes in the zero rating tari↵ are generally lower than in plain data cap

tari↵s, as tra�c of CSP B consumption does not count against the data allowance. This is
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best illustrated by the data caps for high-type consumers CDC
H and CZR

H , which both allow

high-type consumers to consumer their unconstrained consumption of content from both

CSPs.

Figure 3: ISP’s profit with zero rating depending on the zero rated CSP. (For: ↵HA
=

2,↵BH
= 1.5,↵L = 1, � = dA = dB = 1, � = 0).

Zero rating CSP A: So far, we have assumed that the ISP will zero rate CSP B, i.e.,

the (on average) less-valued of both CSPs by high-type consumers. If instead CSP A is

zero rated, the presented analysis can be conducted analogously. Appendix A.2 denotes

the equilibrium profit of the ISP ⇡ZRA
I in that case, assuming no exclusion of low-type

consumers. Figure 3 depicts equilibrium profits for both alternative zero rating agreements

and shows that for the specific parameter values, zero rating of CSP B generates a higher

profit for the ISP than zero rating of CSP A. In fact, the ISP is only indi↵erent between

zero rating any of the two services if they are valued equally by high-value consumers, i.e.,

↵HA
= ↵HB

, or if exclusion of low-type consumers is profitable. Otherwise, the di↵erence in

profits resulting from these alternative zero rating agreements�⇡I = ⇡ZRB
I �⇡ZRA

I increases
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as the intra-group heterogeneity of content valuations among high-type consumers grows,

i.e., as ↵HB
decreases within interval between the reference points [↵L,↵HA

].

Result 1. Zero rating of CSP B weakly dominates zero rating of CSP A for the ISP.

If ↵AH
> ↵BH

and low-type consumers are not excluded from the market, zero rating of

CSP B is strictly more profitable.

4.4 Sponsored Data

Figure 4 illustrates the timing of actions if the ISP considers a sponsored data tari↵. At

each stage, the respective actor weighs its profit in the case of sponsored data against the

possible outside options. Sponsored data may increase the joint surplus of the ISP and the

sponsoring CSP. In particular, a ISP may be able to extract revenue from a CSP through

a positive revenue share s and, in return, the CSP receives unconstrained user tra�c in

cases where the ISP would originally prefer plain data caps to zero rating.

If the ISP and CSP B agree on a sponsored data deal, consumers’ equilibrium demand

for CSPs in Stage 2 will be the same as in the zero rating tari↵, i.e., (qZR
kA

, qZR
kB

) for both

consumer types k. As shown in Section 4.3, the ISP generally prefers to zero rate CSP B.

Therefore, we will assume that the ISP also makes an exclusive o↵er to the same CSP in

the case of sponsored data.

In Stage 1, the ISP may either (i) implement zero rating tari↵s (i.e., TZR) in case that

the CSP has previously agreed to sponsor data or (ii) choose the tari↵ type that maximizes

profits on the consumer side in case that the CSP has rejected the sponsored data o↵er. In

the latter case, the ISP may either o↵er an optimal tari↵ menu of plain data caps (TDC)

or an optimal zero rating tari↵ menu (TZR). As shown for both tari↵ types (see, e.g.,

Figure 2), such optimal tari↵ plans may also come in the form of a flat rate for high-type

consumers, excluding low-value consumers.
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Figure 4: Timing of decisions if the ISP considers a sponsored data tari↵.

If the CSP receives a sponsored data o↵er from the ISP in Stage II, it will agree to

this o↵er and the demanded revenue share s, if sponsoring increases its profit relative to

the anticipated outside option. Therefore, the CSP has no incentive to accept any positive

revenue share (s > 0) if the ISP will implement zero rating in the following stage anyway.

In contrast, the CSP may be willing to sponsor data if the ISP will otherwise implement

plain data caps. Specifically, the CSP agrees to sponsor data in this case if ⇡SD
i (s) � ⇡DC

i .

In other words, the CSP is willing to accept at most a maximum revenue share of s̄,

which leaves it indi↵erent between the outcome with sponsored data and the outcome with
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plain data caps. Therefore, we solve for s̄, which satisfies

⇡SD
i (s̄) = ⇡DC

i

, (1 � s̄)⇡i(q
ZR
Hi

+ qZR
Li

) = ⇡i(q
DC
Hi

+ qDC
Li

).

Otherwise, if zero rating represents a second best from the ISP perspective, a threat to

deviate to plain data caps is not credible and the CSP will therefore reject any o↵er with

s > 0 by the ISP. In other words, if the ISP is willing to sponsor (i.e., zero rate) the CSP

itself, that CSP has obviously no incentive to pay for sponsoring. Note that under the

assumed timing, the ISP is not able to credibly commit to o↵er sponsored data as the

exclusive tari↵ type. Arguably, this reflects the situation in practice, where ISPs struggle

to commit to a two-sided pricing scheme, that would require them to forego profits on the

consumer side.4

Result 2. Sponsored data agreements weakly increase the revenues of the sponsoring CSP.

However, the ISP is able to extract all additional revenues (in excess of revenues from plain

data caps) from the CSP.

In Stage I, the ISP decides about a sponsored data o↵er based on its knowledge of

the maximum revenue share s̄ that the CSP would still be willing to accept. Obviously,

any sponsored data agreement with a positive s weakly dominates a zero rating tari↵ with

the same CSP from the perspective of the ISP. Therefore, the ISP will make a sponsored

data o↵er if and only if the anticipated profits outweigh the profit under a plain data cap

tari↵. Formally, the ISP o↵ers a sponsored data deal with revenue share s = s̄ to CSP B

in Stage I if and only if

⇡SD
I (s̄) := ⇡ZR

I + s̄⇡ZR
B > ⇡DC

I .

4See for example the case of Proximus in Belgium as described in Telecompaper (2018).
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Whether this relation can be satisfied depends on the level of intra-group heterogeneity

within the high-value consumer segment, i.e., the di↵erence of ↵HA
and ↵HB

. As can be

seen in Figure 5a, the ISP cannot profitably o↵er sponsoring to CSP B if ↵HB
is too

di↵erent from ↵HA
(here ↵HA

= 2, ↵HB
= 1.1). In that case, the ISP finds zero rating

profitable and would choose to exempt the CSP from consumers’ data allowance anyway.

Therefore, in this case, any sponsored data o↵er with a positive revenue share s is not

credible. As a consequence sponsored data yields the same results as zero rating, because

the only feasible revenue share is s = 0. In contrast, the ISP is able to extract additional

revenues from the CSP side of the market by the means of sponsored data, if intra-group

heterogeneity is low, i.e., if ↵HB
is close to ↵HA

. For example, this is the case for ↵HA
= 2

and ↵HB
= 1.6 , as depicted in Figure 5b.

(a) ISP profit for ↵BH
= 1.1. (b) ISP profit for ↵BH

= 1.6.

Figure 5: Sponsored Data ISP (For: ↵HA
= 2,↵L = 1, � = dA = dB = 1, � = 0, r = 2).

Result 3. Sponsored data agreements can only be profitably o↵ered by a monopolistic ISP

if otherwise plain data caps would lead to higher profits than zero rating. If instead the ISP
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prefers zero rating to plain data caps, the CSP will reject any o↵er with s > 0 and receive

benefits from sponsoring for free.

Note that the assumed timing implies a higher bargaining power for the ISP. If we

would assume a reverse order of actions (i.e., the CSP now makes a sponsoring o↵er to

the ISP in the first stage) the equilibrium revenue share would generally be lower but still

not always equal zero. The intuition for that result is as follows: In the cases where the

ISP prefers plain data caps to zero rating, sponsored data will generally reduce the ISP’s

ability to price discriminate among consumer groups. To that end, the CSP has to make

an o↵er that (at least) compensates the ISP for its forgone revenues from better price

discrimination. This condition would imply a lower bound (s =
¯
s) for o↵ers made by the

CSP to the ISP to be accepted. Ultimately, however, the di↵erent revenue shares would

merely imply a welfare neutral shift of rents between both firms.

5 Market outcomes and welfare analysis

Having derived equilibrium values for the di↵erent pricing schemes, we can now compare

market outcomes and performance metrics of tari↵ portfolios across di↵erent scenarios.

ISP profit: Figure 6 depicts the ISP’s optimal profit for the three one-sided pricing

strategies (flat rate, data cap and zero rating) for two sets of parameter values. Whereas

the left panel displays one extreme case, where valuations of high-type consumers for

content are identical (i.e., ↵HA
= ↵BH

), the right panel presents the opposite extreme

case, where high-type consumers only di↵er in their valuation for content A from low-type

consumers (i.e., ↵HB
= ↵L). Naturally, profits are generally lower in the latter case if the

share of high-value consumers ✓ is high, because there is less (high-type) consumer surplus

in the market, as denoted by the variable Umax. Moreover, data caps are clearly a profitable
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pricing strategy for the ISP compared to a flat rate if the share of low-type consumers is

su�ciently high (✓ < ✓̃DC
3 ).

(a) Maximum heterogeneity: ↵HA
= ↵BH

= 2.0. (b) Preference for A: ↵HA
= 2.0, ↵BH

= 1.0.

Figure 6: Comparison of ISP’s profit for one-sided pricing strategies. (For: ↵L = 1, � =
dA = dB = 1, � = 0).

More notably, the order of equilibrium profits reverses with respect to plain data caps

and zero rating between the two parameter settings. In the case of maximum heterogene-

ity between both consumer groups, plain data caps weakly dominate zero rating tari↵s,

whereas the opposite holds true if high-type consumers only have a high valuation for one

specific service. Although, the magnitude of the profit di↵erence between the two pricing

schemes obviously depends on the distribution of consumers, the relative order is unam-

biguous for all shares of high-type consumers. Formally, ✓ = 0 is the unique solution for

⇡ZR
I = ⇡DC

I in cases where low-type consumers are not excluded from the market. There-

fore, profit functions do not intersect for any ✓ > 0, unless the ISP reverts to a flat rate

o↵er to high-type consumers in both cases.

Instead, the intra-group heterogeneity, i.e., the degree of heterogeneity in valuations
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of high-type consumers, has a crucial impact on the relative profitability of zero rating

compared to plain data caps. To see this, let us again fix ↵L and ↵AH
such that consumer

groups are su�ciently heterogeneous with respect to their valuation of CSP A. Then

there is a unique threshold for high-type consumers’ valuation of CSP B b↵HB
2 [↵L,↵AH

],

where profit functions of zero rating and plain data caps intersect. In consequence, plain

data caps are more profitable than zero rating if the intra-group heterogeneity for high-

type consumers is relatively small, i.e., ↵HB
2 (b↵HB

,↵HA
]. In contrast, zero rating tari↵s

dominate plain data caps if the intra-group heterogeneity is relatively large, i.e., ↵HB
2

[↵L, b↵HB
). To derive b↵HB

, we solve ⇡ZR
I = ⇡DC

I and obtain

b↵HB
:=

1

(��dB + 2dA�)

⇣
(((↵HA

� ↵L)dA � dB↵L)� + 2dA�↵L)

�
q

��(↵L � ↵HA
)2(��d2A � �d2B + 2dAdB�)

⌘
.

Result 4. Zero rating is profitable for the ISP compared to plain data caps if consumer

segments mainly di↵er in their valuation for specific content, and are relatively homoge-

neous with respect to other content. In that case, the ISP is able to increase profits by zero

rating if and only if ↵HB
< b↵HB

. Zero rating of CSP B allows the ISP to better price

discriminate by means of data caps, because these caps can then be designed with respect

to the more heterogeneous consumption of CSP A.

Intra-group heterogeneity within the low-value consumer group: For ease of

exposition we have so far assumed heterogeneity within the high-value consumer group, and

have assumed that low-value consumers are homogeneous with respect to their preferences

for CSP A and CSP B. As shown by the previous result, the ISP can profitably use zero

rating to make consumer groups more distinct from each other by eliminating the service

from the tra�c demand pattern that otherwise makes consumer groups more similar to
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each other in their average data consumption (see also the results obtained by Inceoglu

and Liu, 2017). In our model setup the ISP will therefore zero rate the CSP that is (on

average) less desired by consumers. If we would, in contrast assume heterogeneity of low-

value consumers and homogeneity of high-value consumers, the zero rating decision of the

ISP may change.
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Figure 7: Intra-group heterogeneity within the low-value consumer group.

To see this, consider the scenario depicted in Figure 7. Again we assume that valu-

ations within the heterogeneous group (now the low-value consumer segment) are higher

for CSP A and lower for CSP B, i.e., ↵LA
� ↵LB

. As a result consumers are more similar

with respect to CSP A, which is on average the more valuable CSP from the perspective of

consumers. To make both consumer groups more distinct with respect to the observed data

tra�c pattern, the ISP would in this case zero rate the higher-valued CSP A. However,

the main insight derived from our zero rating analysis still holds true under this alternative

specification of consumer preferences.

Result 5. Zero rating may allow for a better separation of consumer segments (i.e., low

and high consumer types) by eliminating the service for which preferences are most similar

between segments.

• If high-value consumers are heterogeneous and low-value consumers are homogeneous

the ISP prefers to zero rate the lower-valued CSP.
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• If low-value consumers are heterogeneous and high-value consumers are homogeneous

the ISP prefers to zero rate the higher-valued CSP.

In both cases the remaining data tra�c for the non-zero rated CSP becomes more hetero-

geneous between consumer groups, which may allow the ISP to better price discriminate.

CSP profit: Next, we examine possible e↵ects of zero rating and sponsored data on the

content and services market. Figure 8 presents the profit of both CSPs in the case of each

ISP pricing scheme. For the denoted parameter setting with ↵HA
> ↵HB

, CSP A (see

Figure 8a) makes a higher profit than CSP B (see Figure 8b) in the case of a flat rate or

plain data caps, because high-value consumers have a preference for the former and the

ISP treats tra�c of both CSPs equally. However, in the case of (exclusive) zero rating

and sponsored data, as described in Section 4, tra�c of CSP B is unconstrained, whereas

tra�c of CSP A must be consumed within the limits of the respective data cap. In the

denoted parameter setting, the ISP strictly prefers zero rating over plain data caps and

will therefore zero rate CSP B if possible, as shown in Figure B1 in the Appendix.

Remarkably, CSP B, the less-valued service in this case, does not only (weakly) increase

its profit under zero rating relative to any other pricing scheme, but also obtains higher

profits than CSP A if the share of high-value consumers is not too high. Moreover, CSP A

may not only be worse o↵ relative to the other CSP, but also obtains (weakly) lower

profits than in the case of plain data caps without zero rating. Therefore, zero rating may

have important ramifications for CSPs even if they themselves are not zero rated and,

most notably, even if they are not in direct competition with CSPs that are zero rated.5

This finding can be explained by the general notion that under a binding data cap, even

independent content and services find themselves in a competitive relationship from the

perspective of consumers, as highlighted by Economides and Hermalin (2015). Finally,

5Note that we have considered only independent CSPs (i.e., � = 0) so far.
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(a) Non-zero rated CSP A. (b) Zero rated CSP B

Figure 8: Comparison of CSPs’ profit under various ISP pricing schemes. (For: ↵HA
=

2,↵BH
= 1.1,↵L = 1, � = dA = dB = 1, � = 0, r = 2).

from the perspective of other CSPs, it is irrelevant whether CSP B is zero rated for free

or by the means of a sponsored data deal. However, those CSPs may still be worse o↵ in

settings where sponsored data is allowed, because the ISP is then more likely to exempt

tra�c of CSP B from the data cap.

Result 6. The zero rated CSP weakly prefers zero rating to all other pricing schemes.

However, zero rating makes the CSP, that is not zero rated, weakly worse o↵. This is

even the case if CSPs are independent, i.e., for � = 0. Moreover, zero rating may distort

demand of consumers, such that they consume more of the less-preferred service. If CPSs

are advertising-financed, this can lead to higher profits for the inferior CSP.

Cap sizes and consumer surplus: The public and regulatory debate on zero rating

has often focused on the issue of cap sizes. In particular, opponents have pointed to the

threat that under zero rating and sponsored data, cap sizes may be shrinking and therefore
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internet users may be worse o↵ even if they could consume some content in an unconstrained

manner. The previous result on CSPs’ profit has already provided some indication, that

zero rating may indeed have a significant e↵ect on the consumption patterns of consumers.

However, as shown below, such metrics are likely to be inconclusive with respect to actual

consumer welfare.

Consumer surplus WCS is calculated as the aggregated net utility over all consumers in

the market. As all pricing schemes either extract the entire surplus of low-type consumers

or exclude them from the market, positive consumer surplus can only stem from high-type

consumers. Thus, calculation of consumer surplus reduces to WCS = ✓(UH [qA, qB] � FH).

The left panel of both Figure 9 and Figure 10 depicts cap sizes of tari↵s designed for

low-type consumers CL in the case of zero rating and plain data caps. In both cases, the

cap size with zero rating is (weakly) smaller than the cap size with plain data caps. But, as

tra�c of CSP B does not count against the cap under zero rating, the cap size itself does

not convey any clear implications. However, as the data cap is now used exclusively for

tra�c of CSP A, the cap size for zero rating (CZR
L ) can be compared to the data tra�c for

CSP A under the plain data cap (DDC
LA

). In both figures, the data cap size under zero rating

is below this tra�c benchmark. Thus, under zero rating, the data cap is more constraining

than the plain data cap with regard to consumption of CSP A for low-type consumers.

The right panel of both Figure 9 and Figure 10 denotes the consumer surplus for the re-

spective situation that we have just discussed with respect to cap sizes. Although, cap sizes

under zero rating are more constraining than plain data caps in both depicted situations,

consumer surplus may either decrease (as in Figure 9b) or increase (as in Figure 10b).

Result 7. Lower cap sizes under zero rating are not necessarily indicative of lower con-

sumer surplus, even if they constrain consumption of the non-zero rated CSP more than a

plain data cap.

In the situation depicted in Figure 9, zero rating would leave consumers unambiguously
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(a) Cap size and data tra�c. (b) Consumer surplus.

Figure 9: Comparison of (consumer welfare-decreasing) zero rating and plain data caps.
(For: ↵HA

= 2,↵BH
= 1.1,↵L = 1, � = dA = dB = 1, � = 0, r = 2).

(a) Cap size and data tra�c. (b) Consumer surplus.

Figure 10: Comparison of (consumer welfare-increasing) zero rating and plain data caps.
(For: ↵HA

= 2,↵BH
= 1.6,↵L = 1, � = dA = dB = 1, � = 0, r = 2).
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better o↵ in aggregate. This is because it is more di�cult for the ISP to satisfy the incentive

constraint with zero rating and therefore high-type consumers face a lower subscription fee

FZR
H than under plain data caps. Yet, this is also the reason, why the ISP finds it profitable

to o↵er a zero rating tari↵ over a tari↵ with plain data caps in the situation depicted in

Figure 9, but not in the situation depicted in Figure 10.

Sponsored data: To examine the welfare implications of sponsored data we analyze the

e↵ects on consumer surplus and total welfare as denoted in Figure 11 for two numerical

examples. We calculate total welfare WTS as the sum of consumer surplus and profits of

all firms, i.e., the ISP as well as both CSPs. As argued in Section 4.4, the profit of the ISP

may increase with sponsored data, however, from a welfare perspective, this is a mere shift

of rents from the sponsoring CSP to the ISP. Therefore, welfare e↵ects that di↵er from

zero rating must either stem from changes in consumer surplus or the surplus of CSP A,

which does not participate in the sponsored data deal. We already know from the analysis

of zero rating that the latter will indeed be (weakly) worse o↵ compared to plain data caps.

With respect to consumers, Figure 11b reveals that sponsored data can in fact lead

to an increase in consumer surplus in regions where the ISP finds it profitable to make a

sponsored data o↵er to the CSP. This gain in surplus is driven by the fact that zero rating

would not be profitable for the ISP in this region, but beneficial to consumers. Because

sponsored data has the same implications for consumers’ demand as zero rating, the ability

of the ISP to e↵ectively price discriminate between both consumer segments is diminished.

This in turn directly translates into a gain in consumer surplus, which carries over to total

welfare, as can be seen in Figure 11d.

Result 8. Sponsored data, if o↵ered by the ISP (and accepted by the CSP), weakly increases

consumer surplus and total welfare.

Although sponsored data increases consumer and total surplus, it distorts consumption
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(a) Consumer surplus for ↵BH
= 1.1. (b) Consumer surplus for ↵BH

= 1.6.

(c) Total surplus for ↵BH
= 1.1. (d) Total surplus for ↵BH

= 1.6.

Figure 11: Welfare analysis for sponsored data. (For: ↵HA
= 2,↵L = 1, � = dA = dB =

1, � = 0, r = 2).
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patterns of consumers with respect to CSPs and therefore a↵ects the profits of both CSPs.

With regard to dynamic e�ciency and fairness concerns, this may represent an objective

justifications for prohibiting sponsored data. However, based on the previous result, this

may imply both a welfare loss and a consumer surplus loss in cases, where sponsored data

would have been implemented instead of plain data caps. That implies that a regulator

cannot maintain the same level of consumer surplus and total surplus if sponsored data

agreements are prohibited per se, because the ISP would then, in several cases, implement

data caps instead of zero rating.

6 Conclusion

This study contributes to the growing literature on zero rating and sponsored data as

well as the larger strand on data caps and the strategic use of download limits. In this

context, we show how artificial bottlenecks as well as exemptions from those can be used

by a monopolistic ISP to maximize profits. In our analysis we distinguish between zero

rating, a one-sided pricing mechanism and sponsored data, a two-sided pricing mechanism.

We propose a theoretical model that exemplifies how data caps in combination with zero

rating can be used to better price discriminate between heterogeneous consumer groups

depending on the level of heterogeneity in the population.

In this context, our findings show that varying data cap sizes are generally not an

adequate indicator for changes in consumer surplus. Even in the case that data caps

are more restrictive under zero rating compared to plain data caps, there are situations

where consumers unambiguously benefit from zero rating. More specifically, this is the

case if consumer groups are rather heterogeneous in their valuation for zero rated content.

Regulators should therefore refrain from using data cap size comparisons (e.g., between

di↵erent countries) to make judgments about consumer welfare in the case of zero rating.
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Moreover, we find that zero rating can increase total welfare, if di↵erent consumer segments

are not too homogeneous in their preference for zero rated content. In contrast, zero

rating may also harm consumers if the share of high-value consumers is relatively low and

consumer segments are rather homogeneous in their valuations for zero rated content.

Even more than zero rating, sponsored data has raised numerous net neutrality concerns

among regulators. We find that sponsored data, if o↵ered by the ISP, increases consumer

surplus and total welfare. However, we also show that sponsored data distorts the level

playing field between CSPs in favor of the sponsoring CSP and may cause a loss for CSPs

that are not part of the sponsoring deal. This is even the case if CSPs are not in direct

competition with each other (i.e., if CSPs are independent). Therefore, in line with previous

studies, we argue that data caps introduces competition between CSPs that are not in the

same market for content and services. In addition, sponsored data may create asymmetric

rationing schemes of Internet content, where some content providers are subject to such

download limits, whereas others are not. However, these e↵ects on the CSP market are

not limited to sponsored data, but also extend to zero rating. Therefore, we challenge the

consensus in regulatory practice that sponsored data should generally be met with more

regulatory scrutiny than zero rating.

In closing, we wish to point out some limitations of our analysis that call for future

research. First, this study, in line with the related literature, focuses on zero rating and

sponsored data in the context of a monopoly ISP. However, especially with regard to

zero rating, competitive pressure between ISPs is often cited as a driving force behind

marketing decisions to exempt specific services or entire services categories from a user’s

mobile data allowance. Thus, on the one hand, competition between ISPs may lead to more

zero rating o↵ers. On the other hand, zero rating may become less likely, as competition

constrains an ISP’s market power, which is a necessary prerequisite for extracting rents

through price discrimination. Thus, future work may examine the implications of these
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two countervailing e↵ects.

Second, we consider advertising-financed content and services providers, which account

for an important share of the Internet ecosystem. However, zero rating o↵ers have also

been popular in the case of data-intensive video services (see, e.g., Netflix), which are

often financed through a monthly subscription model. Jullien and Sand-Zantman (2018)

examine paid content in the context of sponsored data and argue that in this case the price

structure is irrelevant for the market outcome. Thus, they conclude that there is no scope

for any sponsored data option. Nonetheless, the practical relevance of zero rating for paid

content may warrant additional analyses.

Third, our study abstracts from capacity constraints, investments and network con-

gestion. These issues may be relevant in the case of zero rating and sponsored data, as

specific services and content (categories) can now be consumed unconstrained by Internet

users. Therefore, the likelihood of congestion and also the necessity of capacity investments

may increase. Moreover, additional profits from these pricing schemes may lead to more

capacity investments (see, e.g., Inceoglu and Liu, 2017). In contrast, ISPs mitigate data

tra�c expansion in practice, as they usually implement zero rating schemes together with

throttling techniques that, e.g., reduce the quality of video streams and thus reduce peak

tra�c loads. As our model o↵ers a microfoundation for data cap tari↵s in the context of

zero rating and allows to explicitly consider the tra�c intensity of specific services, this

study may serve as a basis for future research in this regard.
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Appendix

A Zero rating

A.1 Zero rating of CSP B

Assuming that the ISP serves the entire market, i.e., both consumer segments, the ISP

maximizes its profit by setting cap sizes CZR
H and CZR

L . As shown in Section 4.3, the ISP

then sets a positive data cap for low-type consumers for ✓ > ✓̃ZR
0 and a cap size of zero if

✓̃ZR
0  ✓.

Accordingly, the optimal fixed fee of the tari↵ designed for low-value consumers is as

follows:

FZR
L =

8
>><

>>:

FZR,1
L if 0  ✓ < ✓̃ZR

↵2
L

2� if ✓̃ZR  ✓ < 1,
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with

FZR,1
L =

1

2(��2 + �2)(�1 + ✓)2�
((↵HA

2 � 2↵HA
↵L � ↵L

2)�2

+ 2((↵HA
+ ↵HB

)↵L � ↵HA
↵HB

)�� + �2(↵L � ↵HB
)2)✓2

� 4�↵L
2(� � �)✓ + 2�↵L

2(� � �).

The fixed fee of the tari↵ designed for high-value consumers, subject to the assumption

that it is optimal to let all consumer segments participate in the market, is given by

FZR
H =

8
>><

>>:

FZR,1
H if 0  ✓ < ✓̃ZR

((�↵2
HA

�↵2
L)�

2+2��↵HA
↵HB

+�2(�↵2
HB

+↵2
L))

(�2�3+2��2) if ✓̃ZR  ✓ < 1,

with

FZR,1
H =

1

((2(�1 + ✓))(��2 + �2)2�)
(� � �)(((�✓ + 3)↵2

L � 2↵HA
(✓ + 1)↵L

+ ↵2
HA

(✓ + 1))�2 + (2(�2↵2
L + (↵HA

+ ↵HB
)(✓ + 1)↵L � ↵HA

↵HB
(✓ + 1)))��

+ �2(↵L � ↵HB
)2(✓ + 1))(� + �).

However, the ISP may further increase profits if it excludes low-type consumers in the

market and extracts the entire surplus from high-type consumers that receive a quasi flat

rate, i.e., a data cap that allows for their unconstrained consumption of CSP A and zero

rating of CSP B. This is because under zero rating high-type consumers may still have an

incentive to disguise as low-type consumers for a cap size of zero in order to benefit from

the zero rating of service B at a lower fixed fee. In consequence, the ISP cannot charge

high-type consumers the fixed fee that would extract the entire surplus as long as low-type

consumers still participate in the market.
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For the first case, 0  ✓ < ✓̃ZR, the ISP will exclude low-types from the market if and

only if ✓ > ✓ZR
H1 . For the second case, ✓̃ZR  ✓  1, the ISP will exclude low-types from

the market if and only if ✓ > ✓ZR
H2 . In both cases, the ISP, under exclusion, would set

FZR
L > UL[0, qZR

B (0)] and FZR
H =

↵2
L

� + �
to maximize profits.

The respective thresholds are given by
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H1 :=

1
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⌘
,

✓̃ZR
H2 :=

↵2
L

↵2
HB

.

Taking into account the ISP’s option to exclude low-type consumers from the market,

optimal profits under zero rating are then given by
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8
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A.2 Zero rating of CSP A

Assuming that the ISP serves the entire market, i.e., low-type consumers are not excluded

by means of a high subscription fee, the optimal profit of the ISP is given by

⇡ZRA
I =

8
>><

>>:
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I if 0  ✓ < ✓̃ZRA
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.
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B Supplementary figures

Figure B1: ISP’s profit for one-sided pricing strategies. (For: ↵HA
= 2,↵BH

= 1.1,↵L =
1, � = dA = dB = 1, � = 0, r = 2, s = 0.1).
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